
 

 

LORDS OF THE KARMIC BOARD FOR PLANET EARTH 

 

"The Scales of Justice" 

 

What is the Karmic Board? 

The Karmic Board dispenses justice to this system of worlds, adjudicating karma, mercy 

and judgement on behalf of every lifestream. All lifestreams pass before the Karmic 

Board before each incarnation on earth to receive their assignment and karmic allotment 

for that lifetime. They pass before the Karmic Board again at the conclusion of each 

lifetime to review their performance. 3  

 

From The Gnosis & the Law: 

The sequence to the end of each re-embodiment is the individual's appearance before the 

Karmic Board, where his Christ Self, and the Angel of Record, quite impartially, will present the 

evolving soul's harvest, for the life that has just ended, detailing to what extent she contributed 

to the expansion of her own consciousness and to that of God' Kingdom upon the Earth. 

The Karmic Board, sitting as a Court of Judgement, listens attentively and with equal 

impartiality. It is not there to inflict punishment in any sense of the word and Its interest, based 

on Divine Law and Love, is to correct, if necessary, but primarily to assist the soul to evolve the 

best way possible, but always consistent with her Karmic liabilities and talents. 

Aeons ago, and before the "Fall of Man", this Karmic Board, consisting then of only three 

members, was not to render judgement, but to see that the various Root Races and Sub-races 

were properly and on time, evolved and Ascended. It was after the coming of the "laggards and 

the creation of Karma by the then humanity, that the Karmic Board was increased to seven 

members, with its duties altered to meet the new situation.2 

 

 

 



 

 

The Present Board is composed of the following Members: 

1. Lord Saithrhu, known as "The Great Divine Director". He is the Manu of the Seventh Root 

Race and represents in the Board the First Ray. 

2. The Goddess of Liberty, and represents the Second Ray. 

3. The Chohan Nada - Ascended Lady Master Nada - Goddess of Divine Love, "Messenger" of 

God Meru, Manu of the Sixth Root Race, represents the Third Ray. 

4. Pallas Athena, Goddess of Truth, Divine Complement of Aeolos, Cosmic Representative of 

the Holy Spirit on our Solar System, represents the Fourth Ray. 

5. The Elohim Vista, often known as "Cyclopea", represents the Fifth Ray. 

6. Kuan Yin, Goddess of Mercy and Forgiveness, represents the Sixth Ray. 

7. Portia, Goddess of Justice and Opportunity, Chairman of the Board, Divine Complement of 

Saint Germain, represents the Seventh Ray. 

Though the Karmic Board's work and duties are diverse1 basically are to help man transmute 

his evil Karma into Divine Light and prepare him to eventually "return Home" via the Ascension. 

This transmutation, as well as all of man's spiritual evolution, is shown on his Causal Body 

where, unmistakably, is shown his progress or his stagnation.  

One aspect of the Karmic Board's work is to see that the souls that are to be embodied, at a 

given time, they do not add more Karma on the planet than that which already has been 

accumulated by those whose place they are taking. In addition to this, other souls more evolved, 

are given opportunity to reincarnate so that their presence may help the race to quicker 

evolution and, in a measure, reduce the totality of the Earth's Karmic liabilities. Great care is 

exercised in the allocation of the particular Karma which an individual is expected to transmute 

at a given re-embodiment. 3 The Karma is selected from the totality of the individual's 

accumulated whole, from previous lives, and which remains dormant in the ethers above the 

Earth. With reincarnation the selected part is re-vitalized. 

Souls, which during their earthly life, which they had just terminated, had shown that they knew 

the purpose of their being and did everything within their power to promote the Earth's and their 

fellow men's evolution, receive special attention by the Karmic Board. At the moment of death, 

or immediately after, these souls are met by their Ascended Master Sponsor and Teacher, or 

one of His representatives, or even one of the Angelic Evolution and receive special help, so 

that they will adapt themselves easier in their new environment. Generally, these more evolved 

souls by-pass the after- death "rest" allotted to each newly-arrived soul, on the other side, and 

with their sponsoring Ascended Master, or His representative, appear within twelve hours, 

before the Karmic Board, for "Judgement". This is not necessary, as the Mercy of the Cosmic 

Law provides a certain rest to the soul before it is called for "Judgement". Souls who do expect 

to meet loved ones on the other side are allowed to spend their "rest" in company with them, 

provided of course, they are still available and they have neither advanced to higher spheres or 

reincarnated. 

 



 

 

One of the many dispensations which the Karmic Board allows to the soul that will appear for 

judgement is the opportunity to see the past of the life which she had left, and judge for herself 

the opportunities that were offered to her to advance her evolution and which she thoughtlessly 

discarded. It is at this moment that man, as a soul, for the first time, sees with his own eyes, the 

dimension of the Causal Body, and he can judge for and by himself to what extent, as an 

individual on Earth, he contributed to the advancement of the human evolution, or he was a 

worthless entity, a seductive being bent for evil and a mere weight on the planet. 

Immediately after the "Judgement ", if the soul happens to belong to the higher, more evolved 

class, she starts the transmutation of her Karmic liabilities by attending special schools5 created 

for that purpose, under the direction of wise Teachers and the use of the Violet Transmuting 

Flame, in similar manner as it is used on Earth. 

But these special dispensations are not granted to the great mass of unevolved souls who have 

no idea of "what it is all about , but for the spritually advanced — the more evolved. But even for 

the not evolved, the Mercy and Love of the Cosmic Law, through its Karmic Board, is boundless. 

Angels, well-trained for this particular service, lovingly bring them to spheres where, under the 

tutelage of wise teachers, are learning the purpose of their being and what is their destiny in life. 

If a soul, as an individual on Earth, had spent its life in discord and crime, it may be necessary 

for her own good and her future advancement, to experience the feeling of her evil works, 

through pain, and this not as a punishment, but as a means of correction, so that she will be 

impressed with the fact that such acts are not in accordance with the edicts of God's Law. 

Souls, who in their Earth life did not believe in a "future life", and others who left the physical 

world in psychic turmoil, such as murder, war, etc., or they are beings of the lowest strata, are 

directed to the "Sleepers Sphere", for a period of rest, its duration depending upon the time the 

Messenger Angel of the Karmic Board, comes to him with the summons on hand for the 

"judgement". In the past, many of these souls, refused to accept these "summons" for centuries, 

with the result their astral body' to have become so atrophied as to resemble a stony skeleton. 

This no longer, however, takes place and the Cosmic Law, recently, through the invocations of 

students on Earth, revoked this practice and no soul can remain now in the Sleepers Realm for 

more than three months. 

… … … 

When a soul has served the Karma which has been adjudicated on her by the Karmic Board, 

the Messenger Angel, once again comes to her, but with a different "roll' in his hand. This "roll" 

is tied now with a ribbon of blue color — the color of opportunity. Contrary to the Messenger 

Angel of Adjudication, the present Angel wears Blue garments and his service is to invite the 

soul to appear before the Karmic Board for re-embodiment. To every three souls to which the 

new "summons" are given, only one is selected for re-embodiment. 

At the beginning of each year, the Karmic Board starts its work for the selection of souls 

intended for re-embodiment for that particular year. First in selective appointment are the souls 

who voluntarily have asked to re-embody for the purpose to help the Race. Next to them are 

those who have finished their imposed Karmic liabilities and have a right to preference. With the 

souls, thus selected during the month of May of each year, Mother Mary12at Her Temple of the 



 

 

Sacred Heart, assisted by Kuan Yin, Goddess of Mercy, Chohan Nada, Goddess of Divine 

Love, both Members of the Karmic Board, as well as by the Cosmic Being Meta, Daughter of 

our former Lord of the World, Sanat Kumara, bless all the souls that were destined for re- 

embodiment and assist in the creation of the "Sacred Heart' with which each soul will be 

connected in the world of form. The manner and details of this blessing, as the soul is prepared 

for this new life experience, with great lucidity, Mother Mary presents it in a talk She gave to 

students at the Retreat of Resurrection13 on April 15, 1960. "—Many ages have been since 

unascended beings have consciously worked with Ascended Beings on a Cosmic Purpose with 

no veil between—and now their energies and vital interest are given us opportunities to serve 

them, all over have been called to My interesting to watch the process. 
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